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comprehension questions
inin ESL textbooks
by joselito W lalaswaslas
one area of current interest in reading textually explicit comprehension questions

comprehension is the role of questions in require answers that come directly from the
enhancing what a reader learns durkin text there is no inference involved and the
1980 ryan 1973 showed that the use of reader can actually point to the answer on
high level questions can result in high level the page in essence the reader is reading
achievement however andre 1979 in his the lines at this level of comprehension
review of research on levels of questions
reported that studies on the facilitative textually implicit comprehension ques-

tionseffects of higher level questions yielded require answers that involve both the
inconclusive results on the other hand readers background knowledge and what is
durkin 1980 asserted that research has on the page the reader needs to infer the
indicated that questions have positive answers because they are not explicitly stated
effects because they direct readers attention by the author therefore answers are
to relevant and related content when answer-
ing

drawn from the factual information pre-
sentedthem furthermore results of the study by the author and the additional

conducted by raphael and pearson 1982 knowledge from the readers experiential
indicated that fourth sixth and eighth background to derive an implicit relation-

shipgrade students and skilled adult readers in essence the reader is reading
who were trained to recognize textually between the lines
explicit textually implicit and scriptallyscrip tally
implicit questions exhibited superior per-
formance

scriptallyScriptally implicit comprehension ques-
tionsformance in identifying questions by type require answers that are not directly

selecting a question answering strategy and derivable from the text answers are drawn
producing a complete and accurate response from the readers previous experience and

knowledge hence the reader is involved in
A number of recent studies have focused reading beyond the lines

on the type of questions found in basal
reading series and standardized tests hare in short the main distinction really lies
1982 crowell au and blake 1983 the in the infonnationinformation source of the answer
study reported here examined the nature of
comprehension questions in ESL reading textually implicit questquestionsfactualquestionsionslons factual in-

formationtextbooks the implications of the results from text readers additional
concern the role of such questions in second background knowledge
language development and the evaluation of
ESL students reading comprehension scriptallyScrip tally implicit questionsquestionsreadersreaders pre-

vious background knowledge regardless of
the factual information presented

levels of comprehension an example of this distinction may also
be helpful heres a simple story

in this study pearson and johnsons
1978 taxonomy was used to evaluate the billy had been out skateboardingskateboarding his

nature of questions in selected ESL reading mother warned him not to go down beacon
textbooks this taxonomy classifies com-
prehension

street because it was too dangerous billy
questions into three levels headed for beacon street anyway remem-

beringtextually explicit textually implicit and how great the wind felt through his
scriptallyscrip tally implicit hair he jumped on his skateboard and took
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off just as he turned the last corner he until mom finds out mom will be angry
discovered men working on the sidewalk mom will be sad and cry
it was too late to stop and he crashed
through the barricades later in the bath-
room

scriptallyScriptally implicit questions
billys sister barbara helped mend his

where is it safe to go skateboardingskateboarding schoolknee barbara said you shouldnt have been
playgroundslaygrounds basketball courts drivewaysp

on beacon street wait until mom finds
gymnasiumout
if you were billy what would you do when
your mother came home hide and convincetextually explicit questions
barbara not to tell mom what happened

who had been out skateboardingskateboarding billy talk to her about the incident and promise
not to disobey again

why had billys mother warned him not to
go down beacon street because it was too
dangerous A textual analysis

this study involved six ESL textbook
textually implicit questions series designed for use in elementary and

secondary schools the names of the text-
bookwhat did billy feel when he crashed through series and the text features relevant

the barricades maybe he was scared or to the study are described in table 1

nervous
it can be seen from table I11 that three

what did barbara mean when she said wait levels of books from each textbook series

table 1 ESL textbooks levels of books number of selections and
number of comprehension questions used in the study

textbook levels of number of number of
series books selections questions

analyzed

elementary

A santillana galloping 1

reading licketylickett split 2 7 71
program able to read 2

B steps to english 234 9 225

C I1 like english 234 9 27

secondary

D english this way 101112 9 120

E easy reading 3 90
selections

F new english 456 9 84
course
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were selected for analysis with the exception it can be seen from table 2 that literal
of easy reading selections and three stories comprehension questions abound in all the
were randomly selected from each of the textbook series analyzed with the exception
book levels A total of 321 questions from of textbook A from the elementary level and
the elementary textbooks and 294 from the textbook F from the secondary level in
secondary textbooks were analyzed all textbook A 44.344434 of the questions require
these questions were drawn from the com-
prehension

responses based on textually implicit infor-
mationsections of the reading selections and 11.301130 of its questions require
scriptallyscrip tally implicit answers in textbook F
42.854285 of its questions require responses

joselito lalas med and eds in based on textually implicit information and
readinglanguagereading language arts from seattle 38.093809 require scriptallyscrip tally implicit informa-

tionpacific university is completing his
phd at the university of washington
he has worked for the bilingual edu-
cation

implications for assessing comprehension
service center for alaska and

the northwest currently as a private given the predominance of textually
consultant he provides workshops explicit questions in ESL textbooks teachers
for teachers and aides in the areas should not evaluate comprehension entirely
of second language acquisition ESL on the basis of students responses to these
reading writing curriculum develop-
ment

literal questions they should provide
and materials selection and textually implicit and scriptallyscrip tally implicit

adaptation questions also teachers should be aware
that ESL students performance on less
cognitively demanding tasks recall and

that were read and analyzed interraterinterpraterInter rater recognition does not guarantee success
reliability between the researcher and a in such cognitively demanding tasks as
colleague in categorizing questions by the analysis synthesis and evaluation the
pearson and johnson taxonomy was 92.9292 ability to use a second language in social

communications is not the same as the
the percentages of questions requiring ability to use it in academic tasks that re-

quireresponses based on information that was higher thinking skills cummins 1982
textually explicit textually implicit and chamot 1981 perhaps incorporating more
scriptallyscrip tally implicit in the reading selections reading between the lines and reading
are shown in table 2 beyond the lines questions could enhance

table 2 percentages of questions in ESL reading selections requiring
responses based on information that was textually explicit

textually implicit or scriptallyScriptally implicit in stories

elementary level secondary level

A B C D BE F

textually 44.344434 99.109910 92.599259 85.558555 83.338333 20.232023
explicit

textually 44.344434 0.90090090ogo 0.00000ooo 12.221222 14.161416 42.854285
implicit

scriptallyScriptally 11.301130 0.00000ooo 7.40740740 2.22222 2.50250250 38.093809
implicit
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ESL students internalization of the second dixson robert J 19711971 easy reading
language and their ability to think in the selections in english new york regents
language being learned the ESL students publishing company inc
performance in answering textually implicit
and scripscnptallyscriptallytallytaily implicit questions would durkin dolores 1980 what is the value
provide teachers with an assessment of how of the new interest in reading compre-

hensionstudents can handle more cognitively de-
manding

RER no 19 urbana
tasks university of illinois center for the

study of reading november
this study found an abundance of

textually explicit or literal questions in english this way 1966 prepared by
ESL textbooks it isis the responsibility of english language services inc new
teachers to enrich the reading materials for york macmillan
evaluation and instructional purposes by in-
corporatingcorporating textually implicit or inferential hare victoria C 1982 beginning reading
questions and having the students relate theory and comprehension questions in
the subject matter presented in the reading teachers manuals the reading teacher
materials to their prior experiences bal-
ancing

358918923358918 923
the types of comprehension questions

used in the ESL classroom perhaps isis one I1 like english 1981 glenviewGlenview illinois
of the instructional strategies that can develop scott foresman
students language proficiency and com-
prehension in various ESL tasks new english course 1979 encino cali-

fornia english language services
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